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RocketBox 2.0
"A SMARTER, FASTER & MORE PRECISE COMMERCIAL PRE-ROLL MACHINE"

The patented STM Canna RocketBox 2.0 is the ultimate commercial pre-roll 
machine designed for higher-volume production and e�ciency. With its state-of-

the-art technology, the STM RocketBox 2.0 can produce up to 453 pre-rolls in 
under three minutes, making it fastest and most reliable fully automated pre roll 

machine on the market.

Medium to large high volume producers.

Overview

Target Market



Price

$20,267

Includes: RocketBox 2.0 machine, 1 Bottom & Top Tray, 1 Loading Box

Fills: 84mm, 98mm and 109mm Cones

Trays: 453-Joint Tray Only

Key 
Information

RocketBox 2.0 Dimensions: 30" L x 22.25 W x 65" H

RocketBox 2.0 Weight: Approx. 225lb

Power: Standard 110v 8 amps full load

Competitors: Futorola KnockBoxes, Hummingbird, King Cone and 

others.

Key
Features

Produce up to 20-25K+ pre-rolls a day*
Works with 84mm, 98mm & 109mm cones
Engineered with industrial-grade & food grade components 
FIll and pack 453 joints per tray per cycle
Reduces labor costs with a fast return on investment (ROI)
Built-in step-by-step training videos and user manual on the 7" 
touch screen. Saves time by reducing training
Lift plate to level cones from the bottom for even filling
Adjustable Top Tray regulates fill volume for accurate weights
Not for use with One-tray workflow (does not use 72-count trays)
Designed for easy operation, maintenance and cleaning

Frequently
Asked
Questions

What separates it from the competition?

No other machine can fill and pack 453 joints as fast in under 3 

minutes. The RocketBox 2.0 is made for higher volume output for 

clients who do not want to use the One-tray workflow system.

It also has built in training videos to train sta� or retrain new sta� on 

how to use the machine.

Can you use the RocketBox 2.0 with the One-Tray Workflow?

The RocketBox 2.0 uses the 453-joint tray and is not made to be used 

in the one-tray workflow system which only uses the 72-joint trays for 

use in the closer, weigher and infuser.

How many people can run the RocketBox 2.0?  

One person can run the machine, however, we recommend at least 2 

people for e�ciency. You also need to have people remove and close 

joints.



* Results will di�er depending on the material, strain, equipment, personnel, facility, controls and the specific processes employed. STM is dedicated 
to helping you attain optimal results through our equipment and processes.

How does the RocketBox 2.0 fill and pack joints?

The RocketBox 2.0 funnels material through a top tray into empty 

cones through the nitrogen-filled airbag leveling system which 

provides a superior even vibration for a more accurate fill and pack. 

Other products such as the Futurola Knockbox use a tamping 

vibration method which is not a reliable.

What is the lift plate?

The RocketBox 2.0 has an adjustable lift plate for each joint size (84, 

98, 109). The lift plate levels the cones from the bottom up to provide 

more even filling to your target weights.  

What is the adjustable top tray?

The adjustable top tray sits on top of the bottom tray and regulates 

fill volume for increased target weight accuracy. 

Selling Point 
vs 
Competitors

What is the advantage of the RocketBox 2.0 over other machines?

Up to 2000-2500 pre-rolls filled and packed every hour or 453 in 
per single run cycle. Most in its class.
Built to last from industrial grade metals and components.
Built in training videos on integrated 7" touch screen.
Adjustable top tray to regulate fill volume which is unique to STM 
products.
Adjustable Lift plate to level cones from bottom up which is 
unique to STM products.
Easy to operate, maintenance and clean within minutes.
One-year parts and labor warranty.
All STM Products are designed and manufactured in the U.S.A.




